
Writing Review #1 
 
1  Write one sentence with each of these writing tools. 

a) two conjunctions 
b) two contractions 
c) a prepositional  phrase 
d) a phrasal verb 
e) Plural subject 
f) three adjectives and an infinitive 

 
 

2 You will read a paragraph with some errors. Find and correct the errors. Here is an example. 
 
did you no that a person can live with out food for more than a hole month a person can only 
live four about won week with out water we need water more then we need food. 97 % of 
earths water is in the oceans. Just 3 % of the earths water can bee used four drinking water. 
75 % of the worlds fresh water is frozen in the North and South polar ice caps? 
 
 
3 You will read a few sentences. Look at the blanks and decide if they need A, An, The or 
nothing. Here is a sample exercise.  
 
I am from Seattle, Washington. Seattle is  _____ city in ____ United States. It is near  ____ border 
of  ____Canada in  ____ northwest corner of the USA.  I live in _____ town called  Olympia. I live in 
_____ house on  ____ street in ______ countryside.  ______ street is called "Bear Street" and _____ 
house is old - more than 100 years old! I am _____ English teacher at ____ school in ____center of 
____ town.  I like ______ books and taking  _____ photographs.  
 
 
4 Wordy Sentences 
You will read some sentences that have unnecessary words. Rewrite the sentences with 
fewer words and the same meaning. Here are some sample sentences. 
 

a) He found his neighbor who lived next door to be attractive in appearance. 
b) He was really late to his English class due to the fact that he had to finish his math test. 
c) Although they were several in number, the street gang feared the police. 
d) Bob provided an explanation of the computer to his grandmother. 
e) During the time when I lived in South Carolina, it was my intention to go to college in 

Florida. 
f) One time when I went to the park, my friend, whose name is Jake, went with me and 

we had fun due to the fact that it was a nice day out. 
g) He dropped out of school on account of the fact that it was necessary for him to help 

support his family. 
 
  



5 Write a complete sentence to show the meaning of the word or phrase. 
 
in common  
 
 

population  message  logic 

have things in order  
 
 

  cheekbones punctual  exceptions 

Jaw 
 
 

dessert will  creative 

fragile  
 
 

generous  confident   paste 

poison  
 
 

instead  disease baked 

 native  
 
 

dishes advantage delicacy 

alive  
 
 

grilled  pork appetizer  

 
6. Punctuation 
You will read a few sentences with punctuation mistakes. Find and fix the mistakes. Rewrite 
the sentences. Here is an example. 
 

A recent development in modern technology, cellular phones, can be a threat to safety. 
A study by Donald redmond of the university of toronto showed that Mobile Phones are a risk 
to drivers in fact people who talk by the phone while driving are four times more likely to 
have an car accident than those who do not use the phone while drive.  the researchers 
studied 699 drivers. Who were in an automobile accident while they were using cellular 
phones, The researchers concluded the main reason for the accidents was that drivers 
became distracted angry or upset by the phone call as a result the drivers' lost concentration.  
 
 
7 Look at the two words/phrases in each question.  Use each word in a different sentence to 
show that you know how to use these words in different kinds of sentences.  
 

1. To recognize/ recognizable 
2. To weigh/weighty 
3. To characterize/characteristic 
4. Preference/preferable 
5. Imagination/imaginative 
6. Invention/inventive 
7. To live/life 
8. To specialize/specialty 


